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We report results of a systematic experimental study of interactions between charged polystyrene PS latex
spheres at a water-air interface. Optical observations of stable bonded particle clusters and formation of circular
chainlike structures at the interface demonstrate that the interaction potential is of dipole origin. Atomic force
microscopy AFM is used to examine the distribution of charge groups on the colloidal surface. AFM phase
images show patchy domains of size 100 nm on the particle surface, indicating that the surface charge
distribution of the PS spheres is not uniform, as is commonly believed. Such patchy charges can introduce
fluctuating in-plane dipoles, leading to an attraction at short interparticle separations. A theoretical analysis is
given to explain the mechanism for attractions between like-charged particles at the interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When charged colloidal spheres are dispersed into an
aqueous solution, a fraction of the ionic functional groups on
the surface dissociate. A net charge remains on the particle
surface, and the counterions in the aqueous phase form
spherical clouds surrounding the charged particles. The elec-
trostatic interaction potential between two such identically
charged spheres is purely repulsive and has the screened-
Coulomb form 1
Ur =
q2 exp− r − 2a/D
401 + a/D2r
, 1
where r is the sphere’s center-to-center separation, q is the
effective charge carried by each particle, a is the particle
radius, 0 is the dielectric constant of the fluid, and D is the
Debye-Huckel screening length. This screened-Coulomb re-
pulsion together with the short-ranged van der Waals attrac-
tion determines the stability of colloidal dispersions 1,2.
While the above-mentioned theory, which was derived
originally by Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek
DLVO, has been used for many years to calculate the sta-
bility and phase behavior of a variety of macromolecular
systems 1,3,4, recent experiments indicate that under some
special circumstances there are attractive interactions rather
than the screened-Coulomb repulsion between like-charged
species ranging from simple colloidal particles 5–9 to com-
plex cytoskeletal filamentous actin 10 and DNA 11. Be-
cause of its fundamental interest and important implications
in colloid science and biology, the paradox of like-charge
attractions has been under intensive theoretical scrutiny for
many years 3,4,12–18. Understanding of such attraction is
extremely important as it determines the stability and struc-
ture formation of a variety of macromolecules in aqueous
solutions, including proteins and DNA. Such an understand-
ing is also required for computer modelling, process control,
and various engineering applications of colloids from soft
materials to biotechnology. While a satisfying explanation
for the origin of like-charge attractions still remains out-
standing, a careful examination of the experimental condi-
tions reveals that the attractions occur when the charged par-
ticles or macromolecules and the screening counterions are
in confined geometries such that the usual spherical symme-
try of the counterion distribution is broken. For example,
attractions between like-charged particles were found only
when they are dispersed near a solid wall 5–9.
Similar attractions were also found between like-charged
particles dispersed at liquid interfaces 19–22. Charged col-
loidal particles dispersed at an aqueous interface are usually
stabilized by a repulsive Coulomb interaction. Because one
of the phases forming the interface air is made of a nonpo-
lar substance that cannot sustain charge, the counterions in
the aqueous phase are distributed asymmetrically around the
particle, producing an effective dipole moment for each par-
ticle. If the charge distribution on the particle surface is uni-
form, the resulting dipole moment points downward perpen-
dicular to the interface, leading to a long-ranged dipolar
repulsion between the interfacial particles 23,24. If the in-
terfacial particles are confined in a small area, the mutual
repulsion between the particles can induce ordering 25 and
crystallization 26,27. However, mesostructure formation of
interfacial particles was observed without area confinement
19–21, suggesting that the interfacial particles also experi-
ence attractive interactions. While theoretical arguments
28–32 were given to link the observed attractions to the
capillary forces resulting from deformations of the interface
due to wetting or surface roughness of the interfacial par-
ticles, a satisfying explanation for the origin of interfacial
distortions still remains illusive 21,33.
On the experimental side, we find that the charged par-
ticles that are used most widely in the experiments showing
the like-charge attractions at the interface 19,20 or near a
solid wall 6–9 are polystyrene PS latex spheres with dif-
ferent charge-stabilizing chemical functionality on the sur-
face. Interfacial particles have to be hydrophobic in order to
stay at the water-air interface. On the other hand, charge-*Email address: penger@ust.hk
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stabilizing hydrophilic chemical functionality has to be in-
troduced on the particle surface so that the particles can be
dispersed and remain stable at the interface. This requires a
delicate balance and PS latex spheres satisfy this require-
ment. They are representative of charged particles commonly
used in colloid science. A crucial assumption made for
charged polymer latex spheres is that the surface charge dis-
tribution of the particles is uniform, but the actual distribu-
tion of the surface charge groups has not been examined
systematically. While previous experiments 19–21 revealed
interesting mesostructure formation of particles at the inter-
face, well-controlled experiments providing detailed infor-
mation about the interaction potential Ur between the in-
terfacial particles are rather limited. Direct measurements of
the colloidal interactions, therefore, become essential for the
understanding of the mechanism for like-charge attractions at
the interface. A challenge to the experiment is that the inter-
actions and dynamics of the interfacial particles are ex-
tremely sensitive to impurities at the interface 34. Accurate
measurements of Ur require well-controlled procedures to
clean the interface and colloidal samples thoroughly so that a
well-dispersed monolayer of particles can be made repeat-
edly at the interface.
In this paper, we report results of a systematic experimen-
tal study of interactions between charged polystyrene latex
spheres at a water-air interface. Optical observations of
stable bonded particle clusters and formation of circular
chainlike structures at the interface demonstrate that the in-
teraction potential is of dipole origin. Atomic force micros-
copy AFM is used to examine the distribution of the charge
groups on the colloidal surface. Patchy domains are found on
the colloidal surface, indicating that the surface charge dis-
tribution is not uniform as is commonly believed. Such sur-
face heterogeneity introduces fluctuating in-plane dipoles,
leading to an attraction at short interparticle distances. Some
of the results have been reported briefly in a Letter 35.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
first describe the apparatus and the experimental method in
Sec. II. Optical and atomic force microscopic measurements
are presented in Sec. III. Further theoretical discussions are
given Sec. IV. Finally, the work is summarized in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Apparatus and sample preparation
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The water-air
interface is prepared using a homemade Teflon trough of
rectangular shape with width 10 cm, length 28 cm, and
height 1.0 cm. There are two Teflon barriers placed on the
top of the trough in parallel with the short side of the rect-
angular trough and they can slide along the long side of the
rectangular trough. The distance between the two barriers
determines the effective length of the water-air interface ac-
cessible to the interfacial particles and it can be varied from
25 cm down to 1.5 cm. An optical window that allows ob-
servation of the interfacial particles from below is installed at
the center of the bottom surface of the trough. The window
holder consists of a stainless steel insert which raises the
optical window to within 2 mm of the water surface. The top
surface of the insert is cone shaped with a central hole of
diameter 1.3 cm. The bottom of the hole is sealed with a
0.1-mm-thick glass cover slip, which serves as a window
with thin optical path allowing the use of shorter focal length
microscope objectives. The sidewall of the hole together
with the bottom glass slip forms a sample cell that has an
effective height of 1.0 mm. The entire trough is placed on
the sample stage of an inverted microscope Leica DM-IRB,
so that the motion of the interfacial particles can be viewed
from below through an objective with magnification varied
from 40 to 94.5. Higher magnifications are used for
samples with higher particle concentrations.
Two kinds of polystyrene PS latex spheres are used in
the experiment. One has anionic negative carboxyl groups
on the surface with diameter d=1.1±0.02 m and nominal
surface charge density 0=12.5 C/cm2 Interfacial Dynam-
ics Corp., product number 7-1000. The second kind of PS
spheres has anionic sulfate groups on the surface with diam-
eter d=1.0±0.03 m and 0=2.8 C/cm2 Interfacial Dy-
namics Corp., product number 1-1000. The total charge of
the sulfate-PS spheres is thus 5.4 times smaller than that of
the carboxyl-PS spheres. The purchased aqueous samples are
surfactant-free, but we find that the chemical impurities in
the solution can still cause a substantial increase in the mea-
sured surface pressure isotherm. Surface pressure measure-
ments of the supernatant solution without particles are car-
ried out using a commercial Langmuir-Blodgett trough
Type-611, Nima.
To further clean the colloidal samples, we wash the par-
ticles with deionized water or methanol via repeated cen-
trifugation. Two drops 0.08 mL of the received aqueous
solution with 4.1% solid concentration g/mL of particles
are mixed with 5 mL deionized water 18 M. This solu-
tion is centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 3 h. After the centrifu-
gation, the upper layer of supernatant is removed by a pipet
and the remaining particles are mixed with another 5 mL of
deionized water for the next centrifugation. The centrifuga-
tion speed and duration are chosen so that no particle aggre-
gate is formed after the gentle centrifugation. The centrifu-
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup side
view: IL, illuminating light; CD, condenser; GC, glass cover; WS,
water surface; TB, two Teflon barriers; TT, Teflon trough; SS, stain-
less steel insert; SY, syringe; SP, syringe pump; SC, sample cell;
OB, objective; TO, tube optics; IP, image plane; CCD, charged-
couple device camera; PC, host computer.
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gation process is repeated six to seven times until the final
supernatant is tested to be clean. This is done by spreading
the supernatant solution on a clean water-air interface and
measuring its surface pressure isotherm using the commer-
cial Langmuir-Blodgett trough. For cleaned supernatant so-
lutions, their surface pressure rise is less than 0.1 mN/m
when the interface area is reduced from 250 to 50 cm2. This
is the sensitivity limit of the pressure sensor used in the
experiment, indicating that no detectable impurity remains in
the particle solution. The concentrated particle solution is
further diluted with methanol at a desired concentration prior
to use. An alternative way to clean the colloidal samples is to
wash the particles directly with methanol. The centrifuge
procedure remains the same as that with water except that the
centrifuge time is reduced from 3 h to 20 min each time.
This is because the density difference between the PS
spheres and methanol 	
0.26 g/cm3 is 5.2 times larger
than that with water 	
0.05 g/cm3. As a result, the
monodispersity of the centrifuged particle/methanol solution
is found to be more sensitive to the centrifuge time.
A cleaning procedure 36 is followed to clean the home-
made trough. First, the trough is cleaned with a Kimwipe
280 1-ply white wipers, Kimberly-Clark soaked with ac-
etone. The cleaned trough is then filled with deionized water.
The water surface enclosed by the barriers is aspirated for
approximately 1 min to further remove residual impurities
on the surface. During the aspiration, the water surface is
maintained above the sample cell. The cleaned particle/
methanol solution is then injected onto the water-air interface
using a syringe pump Model-100, KDS Scientific with a
1-mL glass syringe Hamilton holding the particle/methanol
solution. Typically, we keep the number concentration of the
particle/methanol solution at 108/cm3 and the injection
rate is set at 15 L/min. Methanol drops wet the water sur-
face quickly and the evaporation of the thin methanol layer
only takes a few seconds. After the evaporation of methanol,
a well dispersed monolayer of particles forms on the inter-
face.
Initially, 300 L of the particle/methanol solution the
actual amount varies between 50 and 800 L are injected
onto a large interfacial area 810 cm2 to reduce the
probability that the particles collide with each other during
the volatile evaporation of methanol and form colloidal ag-
gregates at the interface. Once dispersed onto the interface
with a low surface coverage, the interfacial particles can be
further concentrated by slowly pushing them into a smaller
area with the two Teflon barriers on the trough. At a desired
surface coverage, the water-air interface is lowered by pipet-
ting water out from the bottom of the trough until the inter-
face reaches the upper edge of the sample cell. In this way, a
well-controlled monolayer of particles is maintained inside
the sample cell. Because stainless steel is hydrophilic, the
water surface attaches the sharp upper edge of the sample
cell, which helps to pin down surface flows. The entire in-
terface inside the sample cell is then covered by a glass cap
to avoid the effect of air flows in the surroundings.
It is found that the experimental procedures described
above are absolutely necessary to produce a well-behaved
and nicely dispersed monolayer of particles at the interface.
Without following these procedures, the interfacial particles
often form various mesostructures similar to those reported
in Ref. 34 due to interfacial contamination by an invisible
thin film of oil or some other impurities. An example is
shown in Fig. 2. When contaminations at the interface are
severe, the particles simply lie on the interface without any
Brownian motion. For less severe interfacial contaminations,
the motion of the interfacial particles is still hindered and
their spatial configurations become “glassy” such that the
measured pair correlation function gr is not reproducible.
By following the experimental procedures described above,
we are able to remove impurities from the interface and pro-
duce a well-dispersed monolayer of particles at the interface.
The individual particles undergo vigorous Brownian motion
and remain stable at the interface for days. The mesostruc-
tures to be discussed below are introduced by well-controlled
procedures and are completely reproducible. They are not
produced by interfacial contaminations.
B. Optical microscopy
The motion of the interfacial particles is viewed with the
Leica inverted microscope. Both the phase contrast and
bright field microscopies are used to obtain good images of
the particles undergoing vigorous Brownian motion. For high
concentration samples, we find that the images obtained with
the phase contrast appear to have slightly better contrast. For
dilute samples, both the phase contrast and bright field work
well. Usually, we use the phase contrast to obtain the particle
images. Image sequences are recorded by a digital camera
CoolSNAP-cf, Thotometrics and then stored into a host
computer. The spatial resolution of each image is set at
13921040 pixels with a 12-bit dynamic range for the gray
level. Typically, each particle occupies 50 pixels in the im-
age. The frame rate is set at one frame per second and the
exposure time is 30 ms.
Commercial image software ImagePro, MediaCybernet-
ics is used for camera control and the determination of the
particle positions in each image with a spatial resolution of
FIG. 2. Mesostructures of the carboxyl-PS spheres formed at the
interface when the surface cleanness is not under a good control.
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60–100 nm. From the obtained particle positions, we calcu-
late the pair correlation function gr 37
gr =
2Nr
An22rdr − n
i
edge
Air
, 2
where Nr is the number of particle pairs at separation r in
each image, 2rdr is the bin area, n is the number density of
the particles in the image, and A is the area of the image. The
last term in the denominator accounts for corrections due to
the edge effect, where Air is the missing bin area of the
ith particle for large values of r outside the image. Typically,
we use 1000 images, each containing 100 particles, to cal-
culate gr. This corresponds to an average over 100 000
particles, ensuring that the statistical average is adequate.
C. Atomic force microscopy
AFM measurements are performed on a layer of PS
spheres, which is obtained by depositing a drop of a dilute
aqueous suspension of particles on a newly cleaved mica
substrate and drying at room temperature. The AFM topo-
graphic and phase images are obtained using a NanoScope
IIIa Multimode scanning probe microscope Digital Instru-
ments, Veeco Metrology Group operating in tapping mode
under ambient conditions 24±1 °C, 50±5% relative humid-
ity. Commercial silicon microcantilever probes Mikro-
Masch with tip radius 5–10 nm and spring constant
2–5 N/m are used in the AFM measurements. Topographic
and phase images are obtained simultaneously at a driving
frequency of 120 kHz for the probe oscillation, and the scan-
ning rate of the images is set at 1 Hz. The AFM measure-
ments are performed in the attractive regime with a fixed
set-point ratio, Asp /A0=0.9, where A0 is the free oscillation
amplitude in air and Asp is a constant amplitude maintained
during imaging.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Optical microscopy measurements
1. Carboxyl polystyrene spheres
Figure 3 shows two distinct configurations of the
carboxyl-PS spheres observed at the interface. When the
particle/methanol solution is injected onto the interface with
low particle concentration and low injection rate less than
50 L/min, a well dispersed layer of particles is obtained as
shown in Fig. 3a. The individual particles undergo vigorous
Brownian motion and remain stable at the interface with
various concentrations for days. Once dispersed onto the in-
terface with a low surface coverage, these particles can be
further concentrated by slowly pushing them into a smaller
area with the two Teflon barriers on the trough. When the
particle/methanol solution is injected onto the interface with
higher particle concentration larger than 1010/cm3 and/or
higher injection rate larger than 2 mL/min, the particles
form bonded clusters as shown in Fig. 3b, right after the
evaporation of methanol. These particle clusters remain
stable at the interface for days. By watching the motion of
the particles in the large mesostructures over a period of
time, we find that only the particles at the boundaries of the
mesostructures form bonded chainlike structures and they
arrange themselves like a pearl necklace along the contour of
the mesostructures. Most particles in the interior of the me-
sostructures undergo Brownian motion freely but their over-
all motion is confined inside the mesostructures by the
bonded particle chains at the boundary. We believe that the
circular shape of the mesostructures results from the flow
structures formed during the evaporation of methanol.
Using the image analysis software, we obtain the position
of each particle shown in Fig. 3a and calculate their pair
correlation function gr. Figure 4 shows the resulting gr at
three different values of the area fraction n˜ occupied by the
particles. The measured gr shows a strong dependence in n˜,
indicating that the repulsion between the carboxyl-PS
spheres is very strong 38. For dilute particle concentra-
tions, the measured gr is related to the interaction potential
Ur through the Boltzmann equation
FIG. 3. a Equilibrium configuration of the carboxyl-PS spheres
obtained with a low injection rate of the particle/methanol solution.
b Particle configurations obtained with higher injection rates.
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gr  e−Ur/kBT. 3
Figure 5 shows the interaction potential Ur /kBT extracted
directly from the measured gr shown in Fig. 4. To avoid
the crowding effect at finite particle concentrations, we cal-
culate the many-body corrections to Ur using the hypernet-
ted chain and Percus-Yevick approximations 37 and find
that these corrections are negligible at the area fraction n˜
0.12%. The circles in Fig. 5 show the calculated Ur /kBT
with the Percus-Yevick corrections. It is seen that they agree
well with the triangles, which are obtained directly using Eq.
3. The solid curve in Fig. 5 shows the fitted function
Ur /kBT=Bd /r3 with B=1008. Figure 5 thus demon-
strates that the interaction potential between the charged in-
terfacial particles at large separations is determined mainly
by the dipole-dipole repulsion 23,24. In a recent experi-
ment 39, Aveyard et al. used laser tweezers to measure the
long-ranged repulsive force between two charged PS spheres
at an oil-water interface. Their results also indicated that the
sphere’s effective interaction potential Ur at large r decays
as 1/r3.
In the experiment, we typically use 1000 frames of par-
ticle images as a record to calculate gr. The resulting gr
is then averaged over many records typically 10 taken at
different locations of the sample. Among the particle samples
prepared at different times, we find that the obtained Ur all
decays as 1/r3. The interaction amplitude, however, varies
from sample to sample and the fitted value of B is found to
be in the range between 850 and 1200. Some of the experi-
mental uncertainties are caused by the number fluctuations in
the two-dimensional colloidal sample. Considerable particle
number fluctuations are found in the dilute samples from
which we obtain gr. Another source of experimental uncer-
tainties comes from the fact that the ionic strength of the
colloidal sample is not actively controlled in the experiment.
Slow dissolution of ions into the aqueous phase from atmo-
spheric CO2 may change the value of the Debye screening
length D. In fact, we find that the colloidal samples made of
fresh deionized water tend to have a larger value of B.
As mentioned above, the equilibrium particle configura-
tion shown in Fig. 3a is stable even at higher concentra-
tions when the particles are slowly pushed into a smaller
area. This suggests that there may exist an energy barrier
with a height of several kBT, which prevents the particles
from reaching a deep attractive well at a smaller interparticle
separation. Such an attractive well is needed to hold the par-
ticles together, forming stable bonded clusters as shown in
Fig. 3b. For particles to reach the deep energy well, extra
energy must be supplied to overcome the energy barrier.
When the particle/methanol solution is injected onto the in-
terface, the evaporation of methanol generates a strong non-
uniform surface flow, which can produce large enough rela-
tive velocities for the particles at the interface to overcome
the energy barrier and form bonded clusters through an un-
controlled nonequilibrium process. This mechanism can ex-
plain the mesostructure formation of interfacial particles as
shown in Fig. 3b and those reported in early experiments
19,20.
To test the mechanism, we carry out a controlled experi-
ment to supply kinetic energy to the particles at the interface.
We start with an equilibrium configuration as shown in Fig.
3a and generate a nonuniform surface flow by pipetting a
small amount of water 0.5 mL in and out of the aqueous
phase, as indicated in Fig. 6a. The periodic pipetting pro-
duces nonuniform flows both in the aqueous phase and at the
interface, causing it buckling periodically. After the periodic
pipetting, the particle configuration changes from Figs. 3a
to 6b. A typical value of the relative velocity between the
particles at the interface can be estimated as v f	s, where
	s1.3 cm2 is the areal change of the interface during the
buckling and f 1 Hz is the frequency of the periodic pipet-
ting. Such a relative velocity corresponds to a kinetic energy
of mv2 /29kBT for the PS spheres with mass density
1.05 g/cm3 and diameter 1.1 m to overcome the energy
barrier. Figure 6 thus suggests that the energy barrier height
FIG. 4. Measured pair correlation function gr of the
carboxyl-PS spheres at three area fractions: n˜0.12% triangles,
n˜0.38% squares, and n˜0.6% circles.
FIG. 5. Repulsive potential Ur /kBT as a function of r /d ex-
tracted from the measured gr at n˜0.12% shown in Fig. 4. The
open circles are obtained with the Percus-Yevick corrections. The
closed circles are obtained using the Boltzmann equation
Ur /kBT=−lngr. The solid curve is a fit to the open circles with
the fitting function Ur /kBT=1008d /r3.
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for the carboxyl-PS spheres is of the order of 9kBT.
Figure 7 shows the configurations of different particle
clusters formed after the periodic pipetting. These particle
clusters remain stable at the interface for days, indicating that
the particles inside each cluster are trapped in a deep energy
well. There is a significant separation between the neighbor-
ing particles within each cluster, making it different from
particle aggregates in which all the particles are stuck to-
gether by van der Waals forces. The average separation r0
between the particles varies slightly among the clusters with
different particle numbers. For two-particle clusters, we find
r02.0±0.3d. For five-particle clusters, we have r0
2.2±0.5d. Such a large particle separation suggests that
there exists another strong repulsion between the particles at
distances smaller than r0. This repulsion balances the long-
ranged attraction, to be discussed below.
From the above measurements, we arrive at the following
qualitative picture for the interaction potential Ur. As de-
picted in Fig. 13 below, it has an energy barrier of height
5–10kBT at r1 and decays as 1/r3 for larger r r1. For
smaller particle separations, Ur has a deep energy well of
the order of 10kBT at r0. For even smaller separations r
r0, the usual screened Coulomb repulsion is expected to
dominate.
The interaction potential Ur only considers the two-
body interactions. The observed “Coulombic molecules”
shown in Fig. 7 exhibit various molecular symmetries, which
result from a unique many-body effect for the attraction be-
tween the interfacial particles. For example, five particles
arrange themselves in a symmetric pentagon shape. Six par-
ticles have two “degenerate” states. One is a ringlike struc-
ture with sixfold symmetry and the other has fivefold sym-
metry with an extra particle in the center of the cluster. It will
be shown below that the various symmetric particle configu-
rations shown in Fig. 7 result from minimizing the total elec-
trostatic energy of the entire cluster. Some of the particle
configurations shown in Fig. 7 were also observed in previ-
ous experiments 19,21,35.
2. Sulfate polystyrene spheres
Similar to the carboxyl polystyrene spheres, the sulfate
polystyrene spheres also show a dipole-dipole repulsion at
large interparticle separations. Figure 8a shows the mea-
sured pair correlation function gr of the sulfate-PS spheres
at two area fractions. The measured gr exhibits a weaker
FIG. 6. a Operational schematic of the periodic pipetting. The
dashed curves indicate the change of the interface when a small
amount of water 5 mL is pipetted in and out of the aqueous
phase. b Formation of stable bonded particle clusters after the
periodic pipetting.
FIG. 7. Enlarged images of the individual bonded clusters of the
carboxyl-PS spheres at the interface. These particle clusters are
formed after the periodic pipetting. Particle size of 1.1 m serves as
a scale bar.
FIG. 8. a Measured pair correlation function gr of the
sulfate-PS spheres at two area fractions: n˜0.16% circles and n˜
1.46% triangles. For comparison, the measured gr of the
carboxyl-PS spheres at n˜0.16% is also shown dashed curve. b
Repulsive potential Ur /kBT as a function of r /d extracted from
the measured gr at n˜0.16% shown in a. The open circles are
obtained with the Percus-Yevick corrections. The closed circles are
obtained using the Boltzmann equation Ur /kBT=−lngr. The
solid curve is a fit to the open circles with the fitting function
Ur /kBT=270d /r3.
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dependence on the area fraction n˜, when compared with the
carboxyl-PS spheres. If an effective hard-sphere diameter d˜
is defined as the interaction range in which gr0, we find
that the value of d˜ for the sulfate-PS spheres is d˜sul3.8d
and that for the carboxyl-PS spheres is d˜car7d. The shorter
interaction range is caused by the fact that the sulfate-PS
spheres carry fewer charges than the carboxyl-PS spheres do.
Figure 8b shows the interaction potential Ur /kBT ex-
tracted from the measured gr at n˜0.16%. The open
circles show the calculated Ur /kBT with the Percus-Yevick
corrections. They agree well with the closed circles, which
are obtained directly by using Eq. 3. The solid curve shows
the fitted function Ur /kBT=Bd /r3 with B=270. This
value of B is approximately 3.7 times smaller than that ob-
tained from the carboxyl-PS spheres. For the sulfate-PS
spheres, we find that the sample-to-sample variations of the
fitted value of B are in the range between 200 and 350.
Figure 8b thus further confirms that the interaction poten-
tial between the charged PS spheres at the interface is deter-
mined mainly by the dipole-dipole repulsion when the inter-
particle separation is large.
The formation of bonded particle clusters is also observed
in the sulfate-PS sphere system. Figure 9 shows the enlarged
images of the individual bonded clusters formed after the
periodic pipetting. The bonded particle clusters shown in Fig.
9 exhibit similar symmetries to those shown in Fig. 7. How-
ever, the average separation r0 between the neighboring par-
ticles shown in Fig. 9 is larger than that shown in Fig. 7. For
two-particle clusters, we find r02.5±0.5d for the
sulfate-PS spheres. For five-particle clusters, we have r0
3.1±0.6d. Note that the variations in r0 quoted here do
not result from the statistical errors of the experiment. They
are produced mainly by the Brownian motion of the particles
within each cluster and thus can be treated as the rms value
of r0. The larger values of r0 and its standard deviation sug-
gest that the energy well for the sulfate-PS spheres is wider
and shorted when compared with that for the carboxyl-PS
spheres.
In the experiment, we observe that the carboxyl-PS and
sulfate-PS spheres both form many ringlike structures either
after the periodic pipetting or right after the evaporation of
methanol when a higher injection rate is used. An example
is given in the sixth panel of Fig. 9. Often we find larger
rings with a few particles moving freely at the center of the
ring. By watching the motion of the particles, one can readily
identify that these free particles do not belong to the particle
cluster. This kind of ringlike structure is shown in the last
two panels of Fig. 9. The formation of such stable circular
chains is a hallmark of dipolelike attractions under no exter-
nal field more detailed discussions are given in Sec. IV C
below.
B. Atomic force microscopy measurements
To examine the actual distribution of the surface charge
groups, we conduct atomic force microscopy AFM mea-
surements of surface topology of the individual PS spheres
and phase shifts of the oscillating AFM cantilever. The AFM
measurements are performed on a dry layer of PS spheres
adsorbed on a clean mica substrate. Figure 10a shows the
height image two-dimensional of a monolayer of the
carboxyl-PS spheres. Figure 10b shows a magnified image
three-dimensional of a sphere’s top surface that is
smoothed down to a few nanometers. The smooth top surface
is seen more clearly in Fig. 10d, which shows a cross-
sectional view of the height image of the sphere’s top surface
curve 1. The sulfate-PS spheres also have a smooth surface
similar to that of the carboxyl-PS spheres. Figure 11a
shows a magnified height image three-dimensional of the
smooth top surface of a sulfate-PS sphere. Figure 11c
shows a cross-sectional view of the height image of the
sphere’s top surface curve 1.
The phase images shown in Figs. 10c and 11b provide
direct information about the domains of different chemical
composition of the particle surface. It was shown 40,41 that
the motion of the AFM cantilever in the tapping mode can be
approximately described by the equation of motion for a
driven harmonic oscillator,
m
2z
t2
+ c
z
t
+ kz = F0 cost + Ftsz , 4
where z is the tip deflection, m and k are, respectively, the
effective mass and the spring constant of the cantilever, and
c represents the viscous damping. The external forces consist
of the tip-sample interacting force Ftsz and the driving
force F0 cost, where F0 is the amplitude and  is the
FIG. 9. Enlarged images of the individual bonded clusters of the
sulfate-PS spheres at the interface. These particle clusters are
formed after the periodic pipetting. Particle size of 1.0 m serves as
a scale bar.
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forced oscillation frequency. The steady-state solution of Eq.
4 is given by 40
zzc,t = z0zc + Azccost − zc , 5
where z0, A, and  are, respectively, the mean deflection,
amplitude, and phase shift of the cantilever oscillation. The
parameter zc describes the equilibrium tip-sample separation
in the absence of Fts. With the cantilever tip in the attractive
regime zc2–3 nm above a sphere’s top surface, the phase
delay  of the oscillating cantilever is determined primarily
by the van der Waals attraction between the cantilever tip
and the almost flat top surface 40,41. Because hydrophilic
carboxyl-PS domains have a Hamaker constant different
from that of hydrophobic neutral PS domains, the phase con-
trast images reveal the surface distribution of the ionizable
carboxyl-PS groups 42.
Figure 10c shows the phase image simultaneously re-
corded with the height image shown in Fig. 10b. We assign
the yellow-green lighter regions with greater phase shift
2 /7 to the carboxyl-PS domains. Patchy regions of
carboxyl-PS domains of size 100 nm are found on the par-
ticle surface, indicating that the surface charge distribution of
the carboxyl-PS spheres is not uniform as is commonly be-
lieved. We have carried out extensive AFM measurements on
five different PS samples with particle radius varied from
1 to 0.5 m, charge density varied from
2.6 to 12.5 C/cm2, and surface charge group varied from
carboxyl to sulfate. Figure 11b shows a phase image ob-
tained on the top surface of a sulfate-PS sphere. This phase
image is taken simultaneously with the height image shown
in Fig. 11a. The surface coverage of the patchy regions is
reduced because the sulfate-PS spheres carry fewer
sulfate-PS groups and hence fewer charges. The AFM mea-
surements on the commercial samples together with those on
our own synthesized PS samples 42 of quaternary ammo-
nium, sulfonate, and hydroxyethyl methacrylate surface
chemistry all reveal surface inhomogeneities similar to those
shown in Figs. 10c and 11b, suggesting that the observed
surface heterogeneity is not simply a defect of a particular
particle sample. Rather, it is a general behavior of the
charged PS spheres, which we attribute to the surface phase
separation between hydrophilic and hydrophobic chemical
components.
IV. THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONS
A. Attraction between two fluctuating in-plane dipoles
The formation of chainlike structures as shown in Figs. 7
and 9 together with the above AFM measurements clearly
demonstrate that the attraction between the charged PS
spheres is anisotropic in the plane of the interface. This find-
ing prompts us to consider anisotropic attractions, such as
electric dipole interactions, rather than the usual isotropic
interactions for the interfacial particles. As mentioned above,
charged colloidal particles dispersed at an aqueous interface
are stabilized by the Coulomb repulsion between the induced
out-of-plane dipoles. Figure 12 shows the surface charge on
the particle and the asymmetric counterion clouds in water at
an average separation of the Debye screening length D from
the sphere’s surface. The charges on the PS spheres’ surface
result from the dissociation of the counterions in the aqueous
phase. Because the distribution of the counterion clouds is
asymmetric with respect to the reflection about the plane of
the interface, a dipole is generated that points downward
perpendicular to the interface. Hurd 24 showed that the
induced dipole moment has a magnitude Pzq0D /,
where q0 is the effective charge carried by the particle and 
80 is the dielectric constant of water.
It should be noted that Hurd’s calculation is based on a
simple point dipole model without considering the size effect
FIG. 10. Color online AFM measurements
on the carboxyl polystyrene spheres. a,b AFM
topographic images with two different scan sizes.
c AFM phase image of the sphere’s top surface
simultaneously recorded with b. d Cross-
sectional view of the measured height image
curve 1 and phase image curve 2 of the
sphere’s top surface.
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of the particle, whose dielectric constant is different from
those of air and water. In addition, the linearized Poisson-
Boltzmann equation was utilized for the electrostatic poten-
tial, which did not take the nonlinear effect of the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation into account. For highly charged
colloidal particles, such as the PS spheres used in this experi-
ment, the strong electrostatic coupling between the particle
and the surrounding counterions results in a dense layer of
counterions in the immediate vicinity of the particle, and
thereby the particle behaves apparently as a new entity with
an effective charge q in Eq. 1 much smaller than the parti-
cle’s bare charge qbare 43–45. Aubouy et al. 46 derived an
analytic expression showing the relationship between q and
qbare for the screened-Coulomb monopole interaction be-
tween two charged spheres fully immersed in the aqueous
phase. In fact, from the fitting results shown in Figs. 5 and
8b, one can also compute the effective charge q0 from the
obtained dipole moment Pzq0D /. For carboxyl-PS
spheres, we find that the calculated surface charge density 0
using the fitted value of q0 is 7.5 times smaller than the
quoted value of 0 by the manufacturer. For less-charged
sulfate-PS spheres, the calculated 0 is 3.1 times smaller than
the quoted value of 0. This discrepancy is perhaps not sur-
prising given that the charged spheres are at the interface and
are not fully immersed in water. Clearly, a further theoretical
analysis is needed to connect the measured effective dipole
moment with the bare charge of the interfacial particles.
A crucial assumption made for all the charged latex
spheres is that their surface charge distribution is uniform. If
the charge distribution on the particle surface is not uniform,
the patchy domains of surface charges will make additional
contributions to the dipole moment. When the size of the
patchy domains is too large to be averaged out spatially, such
as those shown in Figs. 10c and 11b, a net dipole moment
is produced with a nonzero mean. The charged sphere at the
interface rotates to maximize the number of patchy charges
in contact with water or equivalently, to minimize the total
electrostatic energy until the net charge-inhomogeneity-
induced dipole points downward perpendicular to the inter-
face. In addition, the patchy charges also produce fluctuating
dipoles with zero mean, which become particularly impor-
tant in the plane of the interface, in which there exists no
permanent dipole. As a result, the charged interfacial par-
ticles can be modeled to have a permanent out-of-plane di-
pole moment solid arrow and a fluctuating in direction
in-plane dipole moment with a zero mean dashed arrow, as
indicated in Fig. 12. The in-plane dipole moment has a rms
value P	Pz, where 01 is a numerical factor that
depends on the surface heterogeneity.
With contributions from both the permanent out-of-plane
dipole and the fluctuating in-plane dipole, the interaction po-
tential between two identical interfacial particles can be
written as 2
FIG. 11. Color online AFM measurements on the sulfate poly-
styrene spheres. a AFM topographic image of a sulfate-PS sphere
three-dimensional. b AFM phase image of the sphere’s top sur-
face simultaneously recorded with a. c Cross-sectional view of
the measured height image curve 1 and phase image curve 2 of
the sphere’s top surface.
FIG. 12. Schematic of charged particles at the
water-air interface and distributions of surface
charge and counterions near the interface. The
solid arrow shows a permanent out-of-plane di-
pole moment and the dashed arrow indicates a
fluctuating in-plane dipole moment with zero
mean.
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Ur =
Ae−r/D
40¯r
−
P	2f01,02
40¯r3
+
Pz
2
40¯r3
, 6
where ¯ +1 /2 /2 is the effective dielectric contact
at the interface. The function f01,02
= 
3 cos 01 cos 02−cos02−01 describes the alignment
between two fluctuating in-plane dipoles, whose orientations
are specified by the angles 01 and 02 with respect to the
vector connecting the two particles. On the right-hand side of
Eq. 6, the first term represents the usual screened Coulomb
repulsion between two charged spheres, as shown in Eq. 1
with A=q2 exp2a /D / 1+a /D2. The second term is the
attraction between two fluctuating in-plane dipoles, and the
third term is the repulsion between two permanent out-of-
plane dipoles. van der Waals attraction is negligibly weak at
the particle separations of interest and is omitted from Eq.
6.
For a given temperature T, one can define a characteristic
separation
N =  2P	240¯kBT
1/3
, 7
at which the attractive dipole interaction becomes equal to
the thermal energy kBT. For rN, kBT is larger than the
attractive dipole interaction and we have
P	2f01,02 / 40¯r3→1/r6. Because 1/r6 decays faster
than 1/r3, the interaction potential is thus dominated by the
dipole-dipole repulsion UrPz
2 /r3. For d+DrN,
the fluctuating in-plane dipoles are aligned in line by
the attractive interaction between each other, which is larger
than kBT, and thus f01,022. In this case, Ur becomes
attractive if P	Pz /2Ur−2P	2− Pz2 /r3. At even
smaller separations with rd+D, Ur will be dominated
by the usual screened Coulomb repulsion Urexp
−r /D /r. The balance between the first two terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. 6 gives rise to the attractive well at
r0 see Fig. 13, and that between the last two terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. 6 produces the repulsive barrier at r1.
B. Numerical calculation of U„r… for two identical
spheres of finite size
While Eq. 6 is correct only in the point dipole limit, the
characteristic r dependence of Ur discussed above is quite
general. To take the particle size effect into account, we
evaluate the electrostatic potential between two identical
spheres numerically with a hypothetical nonuniform surface
charge density. The calculation of Ur is carried out by as-
suming that there is a layer of charge with surface charge
density  , on the surface of a sphere immersed in water
and another layer of charge − , at distance D from the
sphere’s surface in water. For simplicity, we further assume
that the sphere is half immersed in water and the surface
charge density takes a simple form
, = 01 + b cos − 0 , 8
where 0 is the average surface charge density of the particle
and b is an adjustable parameter characterizing the surface
heterogeneity. In Eq. 8,  and  are the angular variables in
the spherical coordinates with  /2 and 02.
Given the hypothetical surface charge density  ,, one
can calculate the out-of-plane dipole moment Pz
a20D / and the in-plane dipole moment P	
 /4ba20D, pointing to the direction 0 47. The
value of Pz is reduced by a factor of , because of the
opposing image dipole across the interface. The ratio of the
two dipole moments is thus P	 / Pz=b /4.
The electrostatic potential Vr ,01,02 between sphere 1
and sphere 2 at distance r is given by
Vr,01,02 =
a4
40¯

/2

sin1d1 sin2d2

0
2
d1d21,21,2
 1r1 − r2 + r + 1r1 − r2 + r
−
1
r1 − r2 + r
−
1
r1 − r2 + r
 , 9
where ri= a ,i ,i and ri= a+D ,i ,i are the radial vec-
tors in the spherical coordinates and r=rxˆ is the vector con-
FIG. 13. Calculated interaction potential Ur /kBT as a function
of the normalized particle separation r /d. a Results obtained with
fixed b=0.88 and D=20 nm but varying surface charge density
0=1.1 C/cm2 circles, 0.95 C/cm2 squares, and
0.78 C/cm2 triangles. b Results obtained with fixed b=0.88
but varying Debye-Huckel screening length and surface charge den-
sity D=2 nm, 0=11 C/cm2 squares and D=50 nm, 0
=0.44 C/cm2 triangles.
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necting the two spheres. Because of thermal fluctuations, the
orientation of the two dipoles with angles 01 and 02, re-
spectively, can take arbitrary values. The effective interaction
potential Ur between the two spheres after averaging over
01 and 02 at temperature T is determined by 2
Ur
kBT
= − ln 1220
2
d01d02e−Vr,01,02/kBT .
10
Finally, Eq. 10 is solved numerically.
Figure 13a shows the calculated Ur /kBT as a function
of the normalized particle separation r /d. In the calculation,
we choose D=20 nm and b=0.88, which gives rise to a
ratio of dipole moments P	 / Pzb /46.2. The value of
the surface charge density 0 is varied from
1.1 to 0.78 C/cm2, which are close to the experimental
values. While the surface charge distribution used in the cal-
culation is somewhat idealized, the resulting Ur proves in-
structive for our purpose. It has an energy barrier of height
6kBT at the particle separation r12.2d. For larger particle
separations, Ur decays as 1/r3. For smaller particle sepa-
rations, the calculated Ur shows an attractive well, whose
amplitude increases with 0. When 0=1.1 C/cm2, the at-
tractive well has an amplitude of −4kBT located at r01.3d.
For even smaller separations rr0, the calculated Ur
shows a steep repulsion, which is expected from the usual
screened Coulomb potential as shown in Eq. 1. The char-
acteristic features shown in Fig. 13a are all observed in the
experiment with r1N given in Eq. 7.
Figure 13b shows how the interaction potential
Ur /kBT changes with the screening length D. In the cal-
culation, we choose b=0.88 and the value of Pz is fixed, such
that the calculated Ur /kBT at large particle separations re-
mains the same form Ur /kBT3200d /r3. Because Pz de-
pends on both 0 and D, increasing D will result in a de-
crease in 0 for constant Pz. It is seen from Fig. 13b that as
the value of D increases, the location r0 of the attractive
well shifts toward a larger value of r.
To examine how the vertical position of the particles at
the interface affects the interaction potential, we calculate
Ur for charged spheres with 2/3 diameter immersed in
water. As will be shown below, this particle position is closer
to the actual experimental situation. Using the same surface
charge density  , given in Eq. 8 with sin−11/3
 and 02, we find the out-of-plane dipole moment
Pz0.89a20D / and the in-plane dipole moment P	
3 /10ba20D. As the interfacial particle is pulled fur-
ther into the aqueous phase, Pz decreases whereas P	 in-
creases and thus the ratio of the two dipole moments be-
comes P	 / Pz0.34b. Figure 14 shows the calculated
Ur /kBT versus r /d at fixed b=0.64, from which we have
P	 / Pz6.1. Similar to Fig. 13a, the calculated Ur at r
r0 shows an attractive well, whose amplitude increases
with 0 triangles versus diamonds. When the value of D is
increased from 2 to 50 nm triangles versus circles, the lo-
cation r0 of the attractive well shifts toward a larger value of
r.
C. Electrostatic energy of bonded particle clusters
A theoretical challenge is whether the dipole interaction
can explain the interesting structure of various bonded par-
ticle clusters shown in Figs. 7 and 9. We note that this is not
an easy task, not only because the PS spheres are not all
identical in the surface charge distribution, but also because
the stability of the structures depends not only on the long-
ranged dipole interaction, but also on the existence of a
short-ranged repulsion between these spheres. To see this, let
us assume that for a particle cluster at configuration ri , p i,
the energy of the system,
Eri,p i = 
i,j
1
rij
3 p i · p j − 3p i · nˆijp j · nˆij ,
is negative, where rij = ri−r j, nˆij = ri−r j /rij, and p i is the
dipole moment at position ri. This energy can be further re-
duced by simply scaling ri→ri, for " i, with 1. The
system can only be stabilized if there is a short-ranged repul-
sion between the latex spheres, which prevents the system
from further shrinking. The screened Coulomb interaction
shown in Eq. 6 provides this necessary repulsion for the
bonded particle clusters. The existence of both long-ranged
and short-ranged interactions between the PS spheres makes
the energetic analysis difficult except for some simple con-
figurations.
A simple configuration, which is locally stable a local
minimum in the energy landscape Eri , p i, is when all the
spheres are aligned in a straight line L with all dipoles point-
ing along L . The distance between adjacent spheres is deter-
mined by the short-ranged repulsion, which we assume to be
hard-sphere-like. Assuming that all the PS spheres are iden-
tical, we find that for small perturbations the energy of a
particle chain is of the form
FIG. 14. Calculated interaction potential Ur /kBT as a function
of the normalized particle separation r /d for charged spheres with
2/3 diameter immersed in water. The calculation is done with fixed
b=0.65 but varying Debye-Huckel screening length and surface
charge density D=50 nm, 0=0.22 C/cm2 circles, D=2 nm,
0=5.4 C/cm2 triangles, and D=2 nm, 0=6.6 C/cm2
diamonds.
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Eri,p i = E0 + 
i,j
p2
rij
3  6
rij
2 ri − r j
2 +
1
2
i +  j2
+ 3i
2 +  j
2 , 11
where E0=−2Np23 / 2a3 is the energy of the straight line
configuration of N spheres. Here p is the dipole moment,
n=k=1
 k−n is the Riemann Zeta function, 2a is the center-
to-center separation between adjacent spheres, ri is a small
change in position of the ith dipole, and i is the corre-
sponding change in dipole orientation. In the above, we have
assumed that the dipoles are all lying on the plane of the
interface and i is the angle between the ith dipole and L .
Notice that for close packing, ri’s must be perpendicular to
L . Equation 11 clearly shows that the straight line configu-
ration is a local minimum in energy.
Other chainlike configurations can be studied with Eq.
11 if ri’s are slowly changing functions of ri. For simplic-
ity, we assume i0 i.e., the dipoles are always aligned
along the line of spheres and rir j +rij ·r j /r j. Putting
these back into Eq. 11, we obtain
Eri,P i→ E0 + 
i
 ri
ri
2, 12
where =6p2 jrij
−3
=6p23 / 2a3. The above energy can
be minimized for various chain configurations with a fixed
end-to-end distance. In this case, ri /ri=const gives a
minimum energy state corresponding to a chain with con-
stant curvature. This situation is in analogy with free
particles in Newtonian mechanics, where L=x1
x2dtdx /dt2
and dx /dt=const corresponding to a string with constant cur-
vature. In particular, when the end-to-end distance is zero
closed chains, circular chains are the lowest-energy con-
figurations. As discussed in Sec. III, circular chains are com-
monly found in the experiment and our analysis suggests that
these structures indeed result from a dipolar attraction.
Another piece of evidence that the interaction between the
PS spheres is dipolar in nature is that structures with one or
more spheres stuck to the outside of the circular chains are
seldom observed. Notice that spheres can be trapped inside
a circular chain without attraction. For isotropic attractive
interactions, a straight line of spheres can also minimize en-
ergy locally. However, extra spheres can “stick” to the line of
spheres easily in this case. This is not the case for dipolar
interactions. The energy gain by sticking an extra sphere to a
line of spheres is a small fraction of the energy
−6p23 / 2a3 because of frustration in dipole directions. In
our experiment, we have 6p23 / 2a3kBT, and thus the
probability for an extra sphere to stick to a line of spheres is
very small.
D. Comparison with other models
A unique feature that distinguishes dipole attraction from
other interactions, such as capillary forces and attractions
resulting from wetting and surface roughness of the particles
13,18,21,28–32, is that the dipole attraction is anisotropic
in the plane of the interface. The formation of chainlike
structures shown in Figs. 7 and 9, therefore, effectively re-
futes those previously proposed mechanisms, predicting iso-
tropic interaction potentials in the plane of the interface.
There is a class of theoretical models that predicts the exis-
tence of an energy well but no energy barrier. For example,
the usual capillary effects cannot give an energy barrier at a
separation of a few particle diameters, because they occur
only near the contact line between the particle surface and
the water-air interface.
In the following, we clarify several issues that often arise
in the discussion of the interfacial particles. First, the weight
of the PS spheres used in the experiment does not cause
deformations of the interface. Pieranski 23 showed that the
surface energy for an interfacial particle has the form
Fs = a2w/az˜ 2 + 2 − z˜ + 2 + 2 − 1 , 13
where z˜=z /a is the vertical position of the center of the
particle with respect to the interface normalized by the par-
ticle radius a, and =p/a /w/a0.49 and =p/w /w/a
0.14 are, respectively, the surface tensions of the
polystyrene/air interface and the polystyrene/water interface
48, both normalized by the surface tension of the water/air
interface. By staying at the interface, the PS spheres gain
surface energy, because w/a is larger than p/a and p/w.
Minimizing the surface energy with respect to z˜, one finds
the equilibrium position of the PS spheres z˜0=−=−0.35.
This calculation suggests that 2/3 of the particle by diam-
eter is immersed in water and the remaining 1/3 is in air.
Because the characteristic energy scales as a2w/a, which is
107 times larger than kBT, the PS spheres are strongly bound
to the interface. While the Koehler illumination used in the
inverted microscope does not allow us to directly determine
the vertical position of the interfacial particles, we find that
these particles remain at sharp focus under high magnifica-
tion, indicating that the vertical position of the PS spheres is
indeed determined by a sharp surface energy minimum much
larger than kBT.
The surface energy a2w/a is also 107 times larger than
the gravitational energy 	mga of a PS sphere of radius a and
buoyant mass 	m, where g is the gravitational acceleration.
As a result, the interfacial particles can move freely in the
vertical direction and choose their equilibrium position z˜0, at
which the contact angle between the spherical particle sur-
face and the flat interface satisfies Young’s equation simulta-
neously. No additional wetting of the particles is needed to
balance the surface forces. In other words, bending the inter-
face takes much more energy than moving the interfacial
particles vertically.
Second, surface roughness effects are not likely to cause
macroscopic deformations of the interface. Figures 10 and 11
clearly show that the surface of the PS spheres used in the
experiment is smooth down to a few nanometers. Therefore,
deformations of the interface due to surface roughness pin-
ning cannot happen on the micrometer or submicrometer
scales. If nanoscale pinning occurs, the nanoscopic pinning
sites will be averaged out spatially over an 1000-nm-long
circular contact line between the spherical particle surface
and the flat interface. As a result, the nanoscopic pinning is
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simply too small to affect a micrometer-sized particle at the
interface. The chemical heterogeneities on the particle sur-
face, which are revealed by the AFM phase images shown in
Figs. 10 and 11, however, might cause interface pinning or
meniscus deformation. Whether this effect can produce a
large enough dipolelike attraction as discussed above re-
quires further theoretical investigation. Finally, Megens and
Aizenberg 33 showed that the electrocapillary forces pro-
posed by Nikolaides et al. 21, which may cause interface
deformation, are too small for the observed attraction be-
tween the interfacial particles.
V. CONCLUSION
We have carried out a systematic study of interactions
between charged polystyrene latex spheres at the water-air
interface. Two kinds of polystyrene PS spheres are used in
the experiment. One has anionic negative carboxyl groups
on the surface with diameter d=1.1 m and nominal sur-
face charge density 0=12.5 C/cm2. The second kind of PS
spheres has anionic sulfate groups on the surface with diam-
eter d=1.0 m and 0=2.8 C/cm2. An important objective
of the paper is to delineate the experimental conditions and
procedures, including cleaning of the interface and purifica-
tion of the colloidal samples, under which one can obtain
accurate and reliable data for the measurement of the inter-
action potential between the interfacial particles. Because the
interactions and dynamics of the interfacial particles are ex-
tremely sensitive to impurities at the interface, the experi-
mental conditions and procedures described in the paper are
essential to produce a well-dispersed monolayer of particles
and carry out well-controlled measurements at the interface.
Direct optical observations reveal how the PS spheres at-
tract and form “Coulombic molecules” at the interface. As in
the formation of ordinary molecules, the symmetry of the
bonded particle clusters equivalent of molecular symmetry
groups, the large interparticle separations equivalent of mo-
lecular bond length, and the unique experimental conditions
under which one obtains two distinct equilibrium particle
configurations provide robust and compelling evidence for
the dipolelike attraction at the interface. From the optical
measurements, we arrive at the following qualitative picture
for the interaction potential Ur between the interfacial par-
ticles. As depicted in Fig. 13a, it has an energy barrier of
height 5–10kBT at r1 and decays as 1/r3 for larger r r1.
For smaller particle separations, Ur has a deep energy well
of the order of 10kBT at r0. For even smaller separations r
r0, the usual screened Coulomb repulsion becomes domi-
nant.
Atomic force microscopy AFM is used to examine the
actual distribution of charge groups on the colloidal surface.
AFM phase images obtained under tapping mode show
patchy domains on the surface of the PS spheres, indicating
that their surface charge distribution is not uniform as is
commonly believed. Such patchy charges can introduce fluc-
tuating in-plane dipoles, leading to an attraction at short in-
terparticle distances and formation of stable bonded particle
clusters at the interface. The surface heterogeneity is mani-
fested most effectively at the interface, at which the particle
interaction becomes very sensitive to the asymmetry of the
surface charge distribution.
The nonuniform surface charge distribution of the PS
spheres is modeled by a simple dipolar distribution  ,
=01+b cos−0. With this hypothetical nonuniform
surface charge distribution, we calculate the electrostatic po-
tential between two identical spheres numerically and obtain
the effective interaction potential Ur. While the surface
charge distribution used in the calculation is somewhat ide-
alized, the resulting Ur proves instructive for our purpose.
The characteristic features of the calculated Ur agree well
with the experimental results. In particular, the calculated
Ur at small particle separations shows an attractive well,
whose amplitude increases with the average surface charge
density 0. A further theoretical analysis on the electrostatic
energy of the bonded particle clusters suggests that circular
chainlike particle clusters that are commonly observed in the
experiment indeed result from a minimization of dipolar at-
tractions. The dipole-attraction mechanism resulting from a
nonuniform surface charge distribution casts new light on the
understanding of attractions between like-charged species
occurring in other colloidal systems. Certainly, a more de-
tailed modeling of  , is needed in order to calculate
Ur for realistic polystyrene latex spheres.
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